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1 Introduction
This paper provides a designated introduction to the Hopf algebra approach
to renormalization having a specific goal in mind: to connect this approach in
perturbative quantum field theory with non-perturbative aspects, in particular
with Dyson–Schwinger equations (DSEs) and with the renormalization group
(RG), with particular emphasis given to a proof of renormalizability based
on the Hochschild cohomology of the Hopf algebra behind a perturbative
expansion.
To achieve this goal we will consider a Hopf algebra of decorated rooted
trees. In parallel work, we will treat the Feynman graph algebras of quan-
tum electrodynamics, non-abelian gauge theories and the full Standard Model
along similar lines [2].
There are various reasons for starting with decorated rooted trees. One is
that Hopf algebra structures of such rooted trees play a prominent role also
in the study of polylogarithms [3, 4, 5, 6] and quite generally in the analytic
study of functions which appear in high-energy physics [7, 8]. Furthermore,
the Hopf algebras of graphs and decorated rooted trees are intimately re-
lated. Indeed, resolving overlapping divergences into non-overlapping sectors
furnishes a homomorphism from the Feynman graph Hopf algebras to Hopf
algebras of decorated rooted trees [9, 10, 11, 12]. Thus the study of decorated
rooted trees is by no means a severe restriction of the problem, but allows for
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the introduction of simplified models which still capture the crucial features
of the renormalization problem in a pedagogical manner.1
In particular we are interested to understand how the structure maps of a
Hopf algebra allow to illuminate the structure of quantum field theory. We will
first review the transition from unrenormalized to renormalized amplitudes
[9, 15, 16, 19, 11, 20] and investigate how the Hochschild cohomology of the
Hopf algebra of a perturbative expansion directly leads to a renormalization
proof.
We then study Dyson–Schwinger equations for rooted trees and show again
how the Hochschild cohomology explains the form invariance of these equa-
tions under the transition from the unrenormalized to the renormalized equa-
tions. For the Hopf algebras apparent in a perturbative expansion, this tran-
sition is equivalent to the transition from the action to the bare action, as
the study of Dyson–Schwinger equations is equivalent to the study of the
corresponding generating functionals [21, 22].
We then show how the structure of these equations leads to a combinatorial
factorization into primitives of the Hopf algebra. While this is easy to achieve
for the examples studied here, it is subtly related to the Ward–Takahashi
and Slavnov–Taylor identities in the case of abelian and non-abelian quantum
gauge field theories. Here is not the space to provide a detailed discussion of
factorization in these theories, but at the end of the paper we comment on
recent results of [2] concerning the relation between factorization and gauge
symmetry. Indeed, the combinatorial factorization establishes a commutative
associative product ∨ from one-particle irreducible (1PI) graphs to 1PI graphs
in the Hopf algebra of 1PI graphs. In general, this product is non-integral [17]:
Γ1 ∨ Γ2 = 0 6⇒ Γ1 = 0 or Γ2 = 0, (1)
but the failure can be attributed to the one-loop graphs generated from a
single closed fermion loop with a suitable number of external background
gauge fields coupled. This fermion determinant is the starting point in [2]
for an understanding of gauge symmetries based on an investigation of the
structure of the ring of graph insertions.
Having a commutative ring at hand of 1PI graphs, or, here, of decorated
rooted trees, we can ask how the evaluation of a product of 1PI graphs, or
trees, compares with the product of the evaluations. In answering this ques-
tion, it seems to me, serious progress can be made in our understanding of field
theory. Indeed, the integrals which appear in Dyson–Schwinger equations or
in the perturbative expansion of field theory are of a distinguished kind: they
provide a class of functions which is self-similar under the required integra-
tions. The asymptotics of the integral can be predicted from the asymptotics
1 Furthermore, the structure of the Dyson–Schwinger equations in gauge theories
eliminates overlapping divergences altogether upon use of gauge invariance [13,
14].
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of the integrand, as already stressed by previous authors [23]. It is this self-
similarity which makes the Dyson–Schwinger equations consistent with the
renormalization group. Again, a detailed study has to be given elsewhere but
a few comments are scattered in the present paper.
We will now outline this program in some detail, and then first turn to a
rich class of toy models to exhibit many of the involved concepts. This serves
as a training ground for our ideas. As announced, these toy models are based
on a Hopf algebra of decorated rooted trees, with only symbolically specified
decorations. We provide toy Feynman rules which suffer from short distance
singularities. Each genuine quantum field theory is distinguished from this toy
case by the mere fact that the calculation of the decorations is analytically
harder than what confronts the reader later on. Any perturbative quantum
field theory (pQFT) provides a Hopf algebra structure isomorphic to the mod-
els below, for a suitably defined set of decorations, through its skeleton graphs.
Unfortunately, the calculation of higher loop order skeletons is beyond
the present analytical skill. Most fascinatingly though, up to six loops, they
provide multiple zeta values galore [24], a main subject of our school [7, 8, 6, 4].
At higher loops, they might even provide periods outside this class, an open
research question in its own right [25].
Nevertheless, there is still much to be learned about how the underlying
skeleton diagrams combine in quantum field theory. Ultimately, we claim that
the Hopf- and Lie algebra structures of 1PI graphs are sufficiently strong to
reduce quantum field theory to a purely analytical challenge: the explanation
of relations between two-particle irreducible (2PI) graphs which will necessi-
tate the considerations of higher Legendre transforms. This is not the purpose
of the present paper, but a clear task for the future: while the renormalization
problem of 1PI graphs is captured by the algebraic structures of 1PI graphs,
the analytic challenge is not: Rosner’s cancellation of transcendentals in the β
function of quenched QED [26, 14], Cvitanovic’s observation of hints towards
non-combinatorial growth of perturbative QED [27] and the observation of
(modified) four term relations between graphs [28] all establish relations be-
tween 2PI skeleton graphs which are primitives in the Hopf algebra of 1PI
graphs. In this sense, the considerations started in this paper aim to empha-
size where the true problem of QFT lies: in the understanding of the analytic
relations between renormalization primitive graphs. The factorizations into
Hopf algebra primitives of the perturbation expansion studied here generalizes
the shuffle identity on generalized polylogarithms, which comes, for the latter,
from studying the very simple integral representations as iterated integrals. A
second source of relations comes from studying the sum representations. The
corresponding relations between Feynman diagrams have not yet been found,
but the above quoted results are, to my mind, a strong hint towards their
existence. Alas, the lack of understanding of these relations is the major con-
ceptual challenge which stops us from understanding QFT in four dimensions.
All else is taken care of by the algebraic structures of 1PI graphs.
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The Hopf algebra of decorated rooted trees is an adequate training ground
for QFT, where the focus is on the understanding of the renormalization
problem and the factorization of 1PI graphs into graphs which are primitive
with respect to the Hopf algebra coproduct.
Hence the program which we want to carry out in the following consists of
a series of steps which can be set up in any QFT, while in this paper we will
utilize the fact that they can be set up in a much wider context. When one
considers DSE, one usually obtains them as the quantum equations of motion
of some Lagrangian field theory using some generating functional technology
in the path integral. Now the DSEs for 1PI Green functions can all be written
in the form
Γn = 1 +
∑
γ∈H
[1]
L
res(γ)=n
α|γ|
Sym(γ)
Bγ+(X
γ
R), (2)
where the Bγ+ are Hochschild closed one-cocycles of the Hopf algebra of Feyn-
man graphs indexed by Hopf algebra primitives γ with external legs n, and
XγR is a monomial in superficially divergent Green functions which dress the
internal vertices and edges of γ. We quote this result from [2] to which we refer
the reader for details. It allows to obtain the quantum equations of motion, the
DSEs for 1PI Green functions, without any reference to actions, Lagrangians
or path integrals, but merely from the representation theory of the Poincare´
group for free fields.
Motivated by this fact we will from now on call any equation of the form
X = 1 + αB+(X
k), (3)
with B+ a closed Hochschild one-cocycle, a combinatorial Dyson–Schwinger
equation.
Thus in this paper we choose as a first Hopf algebra to study the one of
decorated rooted trees, without specifying a particular QFT. The decorations
play the role of the skeleton diagrams γ above, indexing the set of closed
Hochschild one-cocycles and the primitives of the Hopf algebra.
In general, this motivates an approach to quantum field theory which is
utterly based on the Hopf and Lie algebra structures of graphs. Let us discuss
the steps which we would have to follow in such an approach.
1.1 Determination of H
The first step aims at finding the Hopf algebra suitable for the description of a
chosen QFT. For such a QFT consider the set of Feynman graphs correspond-
ing to its perturbative expansion close to its free Gaussian functional integral.
Identify the one-particle irreducible (1PI) diagrams. Identify all vertices and
propagators in them and define a pre-Lie product on 1PI graphs by using
the possibility to replace a local vertex by a vertex correction graph, or, for
internal edges, by replacing a free propagator by a self-energy. For any local
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QFT this defines a pre-Lie algebra of graph insertions [12]. For a renormaliz-
able theory, the corresponding Lie algebra will be non-trivial for only a finite
number of types of 1PI graphs (self-energies, vertex-corrections) correspond-
ing to the superficially divergent graphs, while the superficially convergent
ones provide a semi-direct product with a trivial abelian factor [19].
The combinatorial graded pre-Lie algebra so obtained [12] provides not
only a Lie-algebra L, but a commutative graded Hopf algebra H as the dual
of its universal enveloping algebra U(L), which is not cocommutative if L was
non-abelian. Dually one hence obtains a commutative but non-cocommutative
Hopf algebra H which underlies the forest formula of renormalization [9, 10,
15, 19].
1.2 Character of H
For a so-determined Hopf algebra H = H(m,E, e¯,∆, S), a Hopf algebra with
multiplication m, unit e with unit map E : Q → H , q → qe, with counit e¯,
coproduct ∆ and antipode S, S2 = e, we immediately have at our disposal the
group of characters G = G(H) which are multiplicative maps from H to some
target ring V . This group contains a distinguished element: the Feynman
rules ϕ are indeed a very special character in G. They will typically suffer
from short-distance singularities, and the character ϕ will correspondingly
reflect these singularities. This can happen in various ways depending on the
chosen target space V . We will here typically take V to be the ring of Laurent
polynomials in some indeterminate z with poles of finite orders for each finite
Hopf algebra element, and design Feynman rules so as to reproduce all salient
features of QFT.
As ϕ : H → V , with V a ring, with multiplication mV , we can introduce
the group law
ϕ ∗ ψ = mV ◦ (ϕ⊗ ψ) ◦∆ , (4)
and use it to define a new character
SφR ∗ φ ∈ G , (5)
where SφR ∈ G twists φ ◦ S and furnishes the counterterm of φ(Γ ), ∀Γ ∈ H ,
while SφR ∗ φ(Γ ) corresponds to the renormalized contribution of Γ [9, 15, 10,
19]. SφR depends on the Feynman rules φ : H → V and the chosen renorma-
lization scheme R : V → V . It is given by
SφR = −R
[
mV ◦ (S
φ
R ⊗ φ) ◦ (idH ⊗ P ) ◦∆
]
, (6)
where R is supposed to be a Rota-Baxter operator in V , and the projector
into the augmentation ideal P : H → H is given by P = id− E ◦ e¯.
The R¯ operation of Bogoliubov is then given by
φ¯ :=
[
mV ◦ (S
φ
R ⊗ φ) ◦ (idH ⊗ P ) ◦∆
]
, (7)
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and
SφR ⋆ φ ≡ mV ◦ (S
φ
R ⊗ φ) ◦∆ = φ¯+ S
φ
R = (idH −R)(φ¯) (8)
is the renormalized contribution. Note that this second step has been estab-
lished for all perturbative quantum field theories combining the results of
[9, 10, 11, 12, 19]. These papers are rather abstract and will be complemented
by explicit formulas for the practitioner of gauge theories in forthcoming work.
1.3 Locality from H
The third step aims to show that locality of counterterms is utterly determined
by the Hochschild cohomology of Hopf algebras. Again, we can dispense of
the existence of an underlying Lagrangian and derive this crucial feature from
the Hochschild cohomology of H . This cohomology is universally described in
[19], see also [18]. What we are considering are spaces H(n) of maps from the
Hopf algebra into its own n-fold tensor product,
H(n) ∋ ψ ⇔ ψ : H → H⊗n (9)
and an operator
b : H(n) → H(n+1) (10)
which squares to zero: b2 = 0. We have for ψ ∈ H(1)
(bψ)(a) = ψ(a)⊗ e−∆(ψ(a)) + (idH ⊗ ψ)∆(a) (11)
and in general
(bψ)(a) = (−1)n+1ψ(a)⊗ e+
n∑
j=1
(−1)j∆(j) (ψ(a)) + (id⊗ ψ)∆(a), (12)
where ∆(j) : H
⊗n → H⊗n+1 applies the coproduct in the j-th slot of ψ(a) ∈
H⊗n.
For all the Hopf algebras considered here and in future work on QFT, the
Hochschild cohomology is rather simple: it is trivial in degree n > 1, so that
the only non-trivial elements in the cohomology are the maps from H → H
which fulfil the above equation and are non-exact. In QFT these maps are
given by maps Bγ+, indexed by primitive graphs γ, an easy consequence of
[19, 18] extensively used in [2].
Locality of counterterms and finiteness of renormalized quantities follow
from the Hochschild properties of H : the Feynman graph is in the image of a
closed Hochschild one cocycle Bγ+, bB
γ
+ = 0, i.e.
∆ ◦Bγ+(X) = B
γ
+(X)⊗ e+ (id⊗B
γ
+) ◦∆(X) , (13)
and this equation suffices to prove the above properties by a recursion over the
augmentation degree ofH . This is a new result: it is the underlying Hochschild
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cohomology of the Hopf algebraH of the perturbative expansion which allows
to provide renormalization by local counterterms. The general case is studied
in [2], but we will study this result in detail for rooted tree algebras below.
This result is again valid due to the benign properties of Feynman integrals:
we urgently need Weinberg’s asymptotic theorem which ensures that an in-
tegrand, overall convergent by powercounting and free of subdivergences, can
actually be integrated [23].
1.4 Combinatorial DSEs from Hochschild cohomology
Having understood the mechanism which achieves locality step by step in the
perturbative expansion, one can ask for more: how does this mechanism fare
in the quantum equations of motion? So we next turn to the Dyson–Schwinger
equations.
As mentioned before, they typically are of the form
Γn = 1 +
∑
γ∈H
[1]
L
res(γ)=n
α|γ|
Sym(γ)
Bγ+(X
γ
R) = 1 +
∑
Γ∈HL
res(Γ )=n
α|Γ |Γ
Sym(Γ )
, (14)
where the first sum is over a finite (or countable) set of Hopf algebra primitives
γ,
∆(γ) = γ ⊗ e+ e⊗ γ, (15)
indexing the closed Hochschild one-cocycles Bγ+ above, while the second sum
is over all one-particle irreducible graphs contributing to the desired Green
function, all weighted by their symmetry factors. The equality is non-trivial
and needs proof [2]. Here, Γn is to be regarded as a formal series
Γn = 1 +
∑
k≥1
c
n
kα
k, c
n
k ∈ H. (16)
Typically, this is all summarized in graphical form as in Fig.(1), which
gives the DSE for the unrenormalized Green functions of massless QED as
an example (restricting ourselves to the set of superficially divergent Green
functions, ie. n ∈ RQED ≡ { , , }). In our terminology this QED
system reads for renormalized functions:
ΓR = Z +
∑
γ∈H
[1]
L
res(γ)=
α|γ|
Sym(γ)
Bγ+
(
[ΓR ]
n
γ
/[ΓR ]
n
γ
/[ΓR ]
n
γ
)
ΓR = Z +
∑
γ∈H
[1]
L
res(γ)=
α|γ|
Sym(γ)
Bγ+
(
[ΓR ]
n
γ
/[ΓR ]
n
γ
/[ΓR ]
n
γ
)
ΓR = Z +
∑
γ∈H
[1]
L
res(γ)=
α|γ|
Sym(γ)
Bγ+
(
[ΓR ]
n
γ
/[ΓR ]
n
γ
/[ΓR ]
n
γ
)
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where the integers
nγ , nγ , nγ
count the numbers of internal vertices, fermion lines and photon lines in γ,
and the Bγ+ operator inserts the corresponding Green functions into γ, corre-
sponding to the blobs in figure (1). The unrenormalized equations are obtaind
by omitting the subscript R at Γ ...R and setting Z
... to unity. The usual integral
equations are obtained by evaluation both sides of the system by the Feynman
rules.2 The form invariance in the transition from the unrenormalized to the
Fig. 1. The Dyson Schwinger equation for the QED vertex and inverse propagator
functions. Expanding the e+e− scattering kernel, and closing it by a 1PI vertex
function, gives the terms generated by the Bγ+ operator: Replacing each blob by
a bare vertex or propagator gives the primitive graphs γ for the vertex function.
Solving that DSE for the bare vertex and inserting it into the equation for the
inverse propagator function gives their skeletons by standard methods [13, 14].
renormalized Green functions directly follows from the fact that the equation
for the series Γn is in its non-trivial part in the image of closed Hochschild
one-cocycles Bγ+. It is this fact which ensures that a local Z-factor is suffi-
cient to render the theory finite. The fact that the rhs of a DSE is Hochschild
closed ensures the form invariance of the quantum equations of motion in the
transition from the unrenormalized to the renormalized Green functions, as
indeed in the renormalized system the Hochschild closed one-cocycle acts only
on renormalized functions. We will exemplify this for rooted trees below.
1.5 Factorization
Such systems of DSEs can be factorized. The factorization is based on a com-
mutative associative product on one-particle irreducible (1PI) graphs in the
Hopf algebra, which maps 1PI graphs to 1PI graphs. We will do this below with
considerable ease for the corresponding product on rooted trees. For Feynman
graphs, one confronts the problem that the product can be non-integral [17].
2 The system is redundant, as we made no use of the Ward identity. Also, the
unrenormalized system is normalized so that the rhs starts with unity, implying an
expansion of inverse propagators in the external momentum up to their superficial
degree of divergence. This creates their skeleton diagrams [13, 14].
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A detailed discussion of the relation of this failure to the requirements of iden-
tities between Green functions in the case of gauge theories is given in [2], a
short discussion appended at the end of this paper.
1.6 Analytic factorization and the RG
In the final step, we pose the question: how relates the evaluation of the
product to a product of the evaluations?
That can be carried out in earnest only in the context of a true QFT [2] -
there is no exact RG equation available for our toy model of decorated rooted
trees. So we will not carry out this step here, but only include in the discussion
at the end of the paper an argument why a RG equation is needed for this
step.
2 Locality and Hochschild cohomology
The first result we want to exhibit in some detail is the close connection
between the Hochschild cohomology of a Hopf algebra and the possibility to
obtain local counterterms.
We will first study the familiar Hopf algebra of non-planar decorated
rooted trees. We will invent toy Feynman rules for it such that we have a
non-trivial renormalization problem. Then we will show how the structure
maps of the Hopf algebra precisely allow to construct local counterterms and
finite renormalized amplitudes thanks to the fact that each non-trivial Hopf
algebra element is in the image of a closed Hochschild one-cocycle.
2.1 The Hopf algebra of decorated rooted trees
To study the connection between renormalization and Hochschild cohomol-
ogy in a most comprehensive manner we thus introduce the Hopf algebra
of decorated rooted trees. Let Dec be a (countable) set of decorations, and
H = H(Dec) be the Hopf algebra of decorated rooted trees (non-planar). For
any such tree T we let T [0] be the set of its vertices and T [1] be the set of its
edges. To each vertex v ∈ T [0] there is assigned a decoration dec(v) ∈ Dec.
For T1, T2 in H , we let their disjoint union be the product, we write e for
the unit element in H , and define the counit by
e¯(e) = 1 , e¯(X) = 0 else. (17)
We write P : H → H,P = idH−E◦e¯ for the projection into the augmentation
ideal of H .
The coproduct is given by
∆[e] = e⊗ e , ∆[T1 . . . Tk] = ∆[T1] . . . ∆[Tk] , (18)
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∆[T ] = T ⊗ e+ e⊗ T +
∑
adm
cuts
C
PC(T )⊗RC(T ) , (19)
as in [19]. The introduction of decorations does not require any changes, apart
from the fact that the operators B+ are now indexed by the decorations. We
have, as T = Bc+(X), for some X ∈ H and c ∈ Dec,
∆[T ] = T ⊗ e + [id⊗Bc+]∆[X ] . (20)
The antipode is given by S(e) = e and
S[Bc+(X)] = −B
c
+(X)−m ◦ [S◦P ⊗B
c
+] ◦∆[X ] . (21)
A distinguished role is played by the primitive elements •c , ∀c ∈ Dec,
with
∆( •c) = •c ⊗ e+ e⊗ •c. (22)
Let now G be the group of characters of H , ϕ ∈ G ⇔ ϕ : H → V ,
ϕ(T1T2) = ϕ(T1)ϕ(T2), with V a suitable ring. Feynman rules provide such
characters for the Hopf algebras of QFT, and we will now provide a charac-
ter for the Hopf algebra of rooted trees which mimicks the renormalization
problem faithfully.
2.2 The toy Feynman rule
We choose V to be the ring of Laurent series with poles of finite order. To
understand the mechanism of renormalization in an analytically simple case
we define toy Feynman rules using dimensional regularization,
φ
(
Bc+[X ]
){ q2
µ2
; z
}
= [µ2]z
|c|
2
∫ fc(|y|)φ (X){ y2µ2 ; z}
y2 + q2
[y2]−z(
|c|
2 −1)dDy , (23)
for some functions fc(y) which turn to a constant for |y| → ∞. In the following,
we assume that fc is simply a constant, in which case the above Feynman rules
are elementary to compute. In the above, φ (T ) is a function of a dimensionless
variable q2/µ2 and the regularization parameter z = (2−D)/2.
Furthermore
φ[X1X2] = φ(X1)φ(X2) (24)
as part of the definition and therefore φ[e] = 1. Hence, indeed, φ ∈ G. We also
provided for each decoration c an integer degree |c| ≥ 1, which resembles the
loop number of skeleton diagrams.
The sole purpose of this choice of φ ∈ G for the Feynman rules is to provide
a simple character which suffers from short-distance singularities in quite the
same way as genuine Feynman diagrams do, without confronting the reader
with overly hard analytic challenges at this moment. Note that, ∀ c ∈ Dec,
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φ ( •c) = fc
[
q2
µ2
]−z|c|
2
πD/2
Γ (1 + |c|z)
|c|z
, (25)
exhibiting the obvious pole at D = 2.
Using∫
dDy
[y2]−u
y2 + q2
= πD/2 [q2]−z−u
Γ (−u+D/2)Γ (1 + u−D/2)
Γ (D/2)
, (26)
evaluations of decorated rooted trees are indeed elementary. The reader can
convince himself that the degree of the highest order pole of φ(T ) equals the
augmentation degree aug(T ) of T , which, for a single tree, is the number of
vertices, see (35) below.
Having defined the character φ, we note that, for T = Bc+(X)
φ ◦ S[Bc+(X)] = −φ(T )−m ◦ [φ ◦S◦P ⊗ φ◦B
c
+] ◦∆[X ] . (27)
We then twist φ ◦ S ∈ G to SφR ∈ G by
SφR(T ) := −R[φ(T ) +m ◦ (S
φ
R◦P ⊗ φ ◦B
c
+)∆[X ]] , (28)
=: −R[φ¯R(T )] (29)
where the renormalization scheme R : V → V is a Rota–Baxter map and
hence fulfills R[ab] + R[a]R[b] = R[R(a)b] + R[aR(b)], which suffices [15] to
guarantee that SφR ∈ G, as it guarantees that S
φ
R ◦mH = mV ◦ (S
φ
R ⊗ S
φ
R).
Set
G ∋ φR(T ) ≡ S
φ
R ∗ φ(T ) ≡ m ◦ (S
φ
R ⊗ φ) ◦∆[T ] . (30)
Furthermore, assume that R is chosen such that
lim
z→0
(φ(X)−R[φ(X)]) exists ∀X ∈ H . (31)
2.3 Renormalizability and Hochschild Cohomology
We now can prove renormalization for the Hopf algebra H and the toy Feyn-
man rules φ in a manner which allows for a straightforward generalization to
QFT.
Theorem 1. i) lim
z→0
φR(T )
{
q2
µ2 ; z
}
exists and is a polynomial in log q
2
µ2
(“finiteness”)
ii) lim
z→0
∂
∂ log q2/µ2 φ¯R(T )
{
q2
µ2 ; z
}
exists (“local counterterms”).
To prove this theorem, we use that Bc+ is a Hochschild closed one-cocycle
∀ c ∈ Dec.
Proof. For us, Hochschild closedness just states [19] that
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∆ ◦Bc+(X) = B
c
+(X)⊗ e+ (id⊗B
c
+)∆(X) ⇔ bB
c
+ = 0 . (32)
We want to prove the theorem in a way which goes through unmodified in
the context of genuine field theories. That essentially demands that we only
use Hopf algebra properties which are true regardless of the chosen character
representing the Feynman rules. To this end we introduce the augmentation
degree. Let P be the projection into the augmentation ideal, as before.
Define, ∀k ≥ 2,
Pk : H → H ⊗ . . .⊗H︸ ︷︷ ︸
k copies
(33)
by
[P ⊗ . . .⊗ P ] ◦∆k−1 , P1 := P , P0 := id . (34)
For every elementX inH , there exists a largest integer k such that Pk(X) 6= 0,
Pk+1(X) = 0. We set
aug [X ] = k. (35)
(This degree is called bidegree in [29].) We prove the theorem by induction
over this augmentation degree. It suffices to prove it for trees T ∈ HL.
Start of the induction: aug(T ) = 1.
Then, T = •c for some c ∈ Dec. Indeed
P1( •c) 6= 0 , P2(T ) = (P ⊗ P )[ •c ⊗ e+ e⊗ •c ] = 0 . (36)
SφR( •c) = −R[φ( •c)] , (37)
and
SφR ∗ φ( •c) = φ( •c)−R[φ( •c)] , (38)
which is finite by assumption (31). Furthermore, limz→0 ∂/∂ log(q
2/µ2)φ( •c)
exists ∀c, so we obtain a start of the induction.
Induction: Now, assume that ∀T up to aug (T ) = k, we have that
lim
z→0
∂
∂ log q
2
µ2
φ¯(T ) (39)
exists, and SφR ∗ φ(T ) is a finite polynomial in log
q2
µ2 at z = 0. We want to
prove the corresponding properties for T with aug (T ) = k + 1.
So, consider T with aug (T ) = k + 1. Necessarily (each T is in the image
of some Bc+), T = B
c
+(X) for some c ∈ Dec and X ∈ H . Then, from
∆ ◦Bc+(X) = B
c
+(X)⊗ e+ (id⊗B
c
+)∆[X ] , (40)
indeed the very fact that Bc+ is Hochschild closed, we get
SφR
(
Bc+[X ]
){ q2
µ2
; z
}
= −R
[∫
(y2)−(
|c|
2 −1)zdDy
[µ2]−
|c|
2 z
fc
y2 + q2
φ(X)
{
y2
µ2
; z
}
+
∑∫ (y2)−( |c|2 −1)zdDy
[µ2]−
|c|
2 z
fc
y2 + q2
SφR(X
′)φ(X ′′)
{
y2
µ2
; z
}]
, (41)
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where we abbreviated ∆[X ] =
∑
X ′ ⊗ X ′′, and the above can be written,
using the definition (28) of SφR, as
SφR
(
Bc+[X ]
){ q2
µ2
; z
}
=
−R
[∫
(y2)−(
|c|
2 −1)zdDy
[µ2]−
|c|
2 z
fc
y2 + q2
SφR ∗ φ(X)
{
y2
µ2
; z
}]
. (42)
This is the crucial step: the counterterm is obtained by replacing the subdi-
vergences in φ(Bc+(X)) by their renormalized evaluation S
φ
R ⋆ φ(X), thanks
to the fact that bBc+ = 0.
Now use that aug [X ] = k, and that X is a product X ≡
∏
i
T˜i say, so that
SφR ∗ φ(X) =
∏
i
SφR ∗ φ(T˜i) . (43)
We can apply the assumption of the induction to SφR ∗ φ(X). Hence there
exists an integer rX such that
SφR ∗ φ(X)
{
y2
µ2
; z
}
=
rX∑
j=0
cj(z)[log(y
2/µ2)]j (44)
for some coefficient functions cj(z) which are regular at z = 0.
A simple derivative with respect to log q
2
µ2 shows that φ¯R(T ) has a limit
when z → 0 which proves locality of SφR. Here, we use that our integrands
belong to the class of functions analyzed in [23]. The needed results for SφR ∗
φ(T ) follow similarly. 
We encourage the reader to go through these steps for a rooted tree with
augmentation degree three say.
3 DSEs and factorization
We start by considering combinatorial DSEs. Those we define to be equations
which define formal series over Hopf algebra elements. As before, we consider
a Hopf algebra of decorated rooted trees, with the corresponding investigation
of DSEs in the Hopf algebra of graphs to be given in [2].
3.1 The general structure of DSEs
In analogy to the situation in QFT, our toy DSE considered here is of the
form
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X = 1 +
∑
c∈S⊆Dec
α|c|−1Bc+[X
|c|], (45)
where ∀ c ∈ Dec, |c| is an integer chosen ≥ 2, and the above is a series in α
with coefficients in H ≡ H(S). Note that every non-trivial term on the rhs
is in the image of a closed Hochschild one-cocycle Bc+. The above becomes a
series,
X = 1 +
∞∑
k=2
ckα
k−1, ck ∈ H, (46)
such that ck is a weighted sum of all decorated trees with weight k. Here,
the weight |T | of a rooted tree T is defined as the sum of the weights of its
decorations:
|T | :=
∑
v∈T [0]
|dec(v)|. (47)
This is typical for a Dyson–Schwinger equation, emphasizing the dual role
of the Hochschild one-cocycles Bc+: their Hochschild closedness guarantees
locality of counterterms, and they define quantum equations of motion at the
same time. In the above, α plays the role corresponding to a coupling constant
and provides a suitable grading of trees by their weight.
Let us now assign to a given unordered set I ⊂ Dec of decorations the
linear combination of rooted trees
T (I) :=
∑
T∈H
I=
⋃
v∈T [0]
dec(v)
α|T |−1cT
sym(T )
T. (48)
Here, the symmetry factor of a tree T [15] is the rank of its automorphism
group, for example
sym( •b❆•a✁a• ) = 2, sym(
•b
❆•b✁a• ) = 1. (49)
To define cT , let for each vertex v in a rooted tree fv be the number of outgoing
edges as in [15]. Then
cT :=
∏
v∈T [0]
|dec(v)|!
(|dec(v)| − fv)!
. (50)
If a tree T appears in such a sum, we write T ∈ T (I). It is then easy to see
that for such a linear combination T (I) of rooted trees we can recover I from
Paug(T )(T ). For two sets I1,2 we then define
T (I1) ∨ T (I2) := T (I1 ∪ I2). (51)
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Theorem 2. For the DSE above, we have
i) X = 1 +
∑
T∈H(S) α
|T |−1 cT
sym(T )T,
ii) ∆(ck) =
∑k
i=0 Poli ⊗ ck−i, where Poli is a degree i polynomial in the cj.
Thus, these coefficients cj form a closed subcoalgebra.
iii) X =
∏∨
c∈S
1
1−α|c|−1T (c)
. The solution factorizes in terms of geometric
series with respect to the product ∨.
This theorem is a special case of a result in [2], to which we have to refer
the reader for a proof. The factorization in the third assertion is a triviality
thanks to the definition of T . It only becomes interesting in the QFT case
where the pre-Lie product of graphs is degenerate [17].
3.2 Example
To have a concrete example at hand, we focus on the equation:
X = 1 + αBa+(X
2) + α2Bb+(X
3), (52)
where we have chosen |a| = 2 and |b| = 3. For the first few terms the expan-
sions of X reads
c1 = •a , (53)
c2 = •b+ 2
•a
•a , (54)
c3 = 2
•a
•b + 3
•b
•a+ 4
•a
•a
•a
+
•a
❆•a✁a• , (55)
c4 = 3
•b
•b + 4
•a
•a
•b
+ 6
•a
•b
•a
+ 6
•b
•a
•a
+ 2
•a
❆•a✁b• + 3
•b
❆•a✁a• + 8
•a
•a
•a
•a
+4
•a
❆✁a• •a
•a
+ 2
•a
•a
❆•a✁a•
. (56)
As rooted trees, we have non-planar decorated rooted trees, with vertex fer-
tility bounded by three in this example. In general, in the Hopf algebra of
decorated rooted trees, the trees with vertex fertility ≤ k, always form a sub
Hopf algebra.
Let us calculate the coproducts of ci, i = 1, . . . 4 say, to check the second
assertion of the theorem. We confirm
∆(c1) = c1 ⊗ e+ e⊗ c1, (57)
∆(c2) = c2 ⊗ e+ e⊗ c2 + 2c1 ⊗ c1, (58)
∆(c3) = c3 ⊗ e+ e⊗ c3 + 3c1 ⊗ c2 + [2c2 + c1c1]⊗ c1, (59)
∆(c4) = c4 ⊗ e+ e⊗ c4 + 4c1 ⊗ c3 + [3c2 + 3c1c1]⊗ c2
+[2c3 + 2c1c2]⊗ c1. (60)
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3.3 Analytic Factorization
The crucial question now is what has the evaluation of all the terms in X as
given by (45),
φ(X)
{
q2
µ2
;α; z
}
= 1 +
∑
T∈H(S)
cTα
|T |−1
sym(T )
φ(T )
{
q2
µ2
; z
}
, (61)
to do with ∏
c∈S
1
1− α|c|−1φ( •c)
{
q2
µ2 ; z
}? (62)
If the evaluation of a tree would decompose into the evaluation of its decora-
tions, we could expect a factorization of the form
φ (T (I)) = NI
∏
c∈I
φ( •c), (63)
where NI is the integer
∑
T∈T (I) cT . It is easy to see that the highest order
pole terms at each order of α in the unrenormalized DSE are in accordance
with such a factorization [31], but that we do not get a factorization for the
non-leading terms.
¿From the definition (23) for our toy model Feynman rule φ we can write
the DSE for the unrenormalized toy Green function φ(X) as
φ(X)
{
q2
µ2
;α; z
}
= 1+
∑
c∈S
α|c|−1
∫
dDy
[y2]z(
|c|
2 −1)fc
y2 + q2
φ(X)|c|
{
y2
µ2
;α; z
}
. (64)
As the Bc+ in (45) are Hochschild closed, the corresponding renormalized DSE
is indeed of the same form
φR(X)
{
q2
µ2
;α; z
}
=ZX+
∑
c∈S
α|c|−1
∫
dDy
[y2]z(
|c|
2 −1)fc
y2 + q2
φR(X)
|c|
{
y2
µ2
;α;z
}
, (65)
where ZX = S
φ
R(X).
Now assume we would have some ”RG-type” information about the asymp-
totic behaviour of φR(X), for example
φR(X)
{
q2
µ2
;α
}
= F (X)(α)
[
q2
µ2
]−γ(α)
, (66)
consistent with the renormalized DSE. Then, our toy model would regulate
itself, as
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φR(X)
{
q2
µ2
;α
}
= [µ2]γ(α)
∑
c∈S
α|c|−1
×
∫
d2y
[y2](|c|−1)γ(α)fc
y2 + q2
[
φR(X)
{
y2
µ2
, α
}]|c|
(67)
= [µ2]γ(α)
∑
c∈S
α|c|−1 [F (X)(α)]
|c|
∫
d2y
[y2]−γ(α)fc
y2 + q2
,(68)
with no need for a regulator, as long as we assume that γ(α) serves that
purpose, possibly by means of analytic continuation.
Then, we would be in much better shape: the ”toy anomalous dimension”
γ(α) could be defined from the study of scaling in the complex Lie algebra
L underlying the dual of H(S) [30] while F (X)(α) could be recursively de-
termined at q2 = µ2 from Feynman rules which imply factorization for a tree
T = B+(U) as
φR(B
c
+(U))
{
q2
µ2
;α
}
= φR( •c)
{
q2
µ2
;α
}
φ(U) {1;α} , (69)
by (68).
Alas, we do not have a renormalization group at our disposal here. But
in QFT we do. While it might not tell us that we have scaling [32], it will
indeed give us information about the asymptotic behaviour, which combines
with the present analysis of DSEs in a profitable manner: what is needed is
information how the asymptotic behaviour of the integrand which corresponds
to Bc+ under the Feynman rules relates to the asymptotic behaviour of the
integral. This is just what field theory provides. We will in [2] then indeed set
out to combine the DSEs and the RG so as to achieve a factorization in terms
of Hopf algebra primitives, using the Hochschild closedness of suitable Bγ+
operators, the RG, as well as a dedicated choice of Hopf algebra primitives so
as to isolate all short-distance singularities in Green functions which depend
only on a single scale. As it will turn out, this makes the Riemann–Hilbert
approach of [11, 30] much more powerful.
3.4 Remarks
Let us understand how the above theorem fares in the context of QFT. Con-
sider all 1PI graphs together with their canonical Hopf- and Lie algebra struc-
tures of 1PI graphs. The set of primitive graphs is then well-defined. We use
it to form a set of equations
Γn = 1 +
∑
γ∈H
[1]
L
res(γ)=n
g|γ|−1
Sym(γ)
Bγ+(X
γ
R). (70)
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These equations define 1PI Green functions, in a normalization such that
its tree level value is unity, recursively, via insertion of such Green functions
(combined in a monomial XγR) into prime graphs γ, graphs which are them-
selves free of subgraphs which are superficially divergent. They define formal
series in graphs such that the evaluation by the Feynman rules delivers the
usual quantum equations of motion, the DSEs. This gives us an independent
way to find such equations of motion: the above equation can be described
as a canonical problem in Hochschild cohomology, without any reference to
the underlying physics. Investigating these equations from that viewpoint has
many interesting consequences [2] which generalize the toy analysis in this
talk:
1. The Γn are determined as the sum over all 1PI graphs with the right
weights so as to determine the 1PI Green functions of the theory:
Γn = 1 +
∑
Γ∈HL
res(γ)=n
g|Γ |
Sym(Γ )
Γ, (71)
where the latter sum is over all 1PI graphs Γ with external legs (”residue”)
n.
2. The maps Bγ+ are suitably defined so that they are Hochschild closed for
a sub Hopf algebra of saturated sums of graphs ΣΓ =
∑
i γi ⋆ Xi which
contain all maximal forests:∑
i
∆Bγi+ (Xi) =
∑
i
Bγi+ (Xi)⊗ e+
∑
i
(id⊗Bγi+ )∆(Xi) . (72)
3. This delivers a general proof of locality of counterterms and finiteness of
renormalized Green functions by induction over the augmentation degree
precisely as above:∑
i
∆Bγi+ (Xi) =
∑
i
Bγi+ (Xi)⊗ e+
∑
i
(id⊗Bγi+ )∆(Xi) ⇔ (73)
∑
i
SφR(B
γi
+ (Xi)) = (id−R)
∑
i
∫
D(γ)(SφR ⋆ φ(Xi)),
so that the R-bar operation and the counterterm are obtained by replacing
the divergent subgraphs by their renormalized contribution.
4. The terms of a given order in a 1PI Green functions form a closed Hopf
subalgebra:
Γm =: 1 +
∑
k
c
m
k g
k ⇒ ∆(c
m
k ) =
k∑
j=0
Pol
m
j ⊗ c
m
k−j , (74)
where the Pol
m
j are monomials in the c
n
j of degree j, where n ∈ R. Thus,
the space of polynomials in the c
m
k is a closed Hopf sub(co)algebra of H .
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This is a subtle surprise: to get this result, it is necessary and sufficient
to impose relations between Hopf algebra elements:
∀γ1, γ2 ∈ c
n
1 , X
γ1
R = X
γ2
R . (75)
These relations turn out to be good old friends, reflecting the quantum
gauge symmetries of the theory: they describe the kernel of the characters
φ, SφR, S
φ
R ⋆ φ, and translate to the Slavnov–Taylor identities
Z
Z
=
Z
Z
=
Z
Z
=
Z
Z
, (76)
where Z ... = SφR(Γ
...).
5. The effective action, as a sum over all 1PI Green functions, factorizes
uniquely into prime graphs with respect to a commutative associative
product on 1PI graphs ∨:
SΓeff =
∑
m
Γm =
∨∏
γ∈H
[1]
L
1
1− g|γ|−1Γ (γ)
. (77)
Integrality of this product again relates back to relations between graphs
which correspond to Ward identities.
With these remarks, we close and invite the reader to participate in the still
exciting endeavour to understand the structure of renormalizable quantum
field theories in four dimensions.
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